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Introduction
In the spring of 1984 Leon Lederman kindly invited me to deliver
a talk on neutrino physics at the 1985 Permilab international sympo
sium on particle physics in the 1950's. At the time 1 did not know
whether I would be able to attend the symposium, and, besides, I did
not feel liie talking about neutrino physics, since I had covered such
topic at recent meetings. Thus I replied to L.Ledennan that I would
report on some early Dubna work on strange particles, should such
contribution be considered useful. Now on May 16, 1985 I have re
ceived a kind telex by Prof. Laurie Brown, the organiser of the
Permilab symposium, where I am asked to contribute for the Symposium
proceedings a paper on a subject of my choice.
Well, I am very glad to have the opportunity of writing about
some early, practically unknown, Dubna work on strange particles.
True, in his delightful talk on strange particles at the Paris 1982
Colloquium on the history of particle rhysics M.Gell-Mann mentioned
my work ' '. It is quite natural that I would like people to be
informed about some of ray work, significant in my opinion, performed
a long time ago. Now, the only way of fulfilling such a desire in a
decent way is to be invited to take part at a symposium... Thus I
hav» explained how the present note came to be written and I am glad
to thank once more L.Lederman and L.Brown.
I shall cover mainly some Dubna work on new particles, performed in 1951-1955 " • - " , in the context of the notion of weak interac
tion, a notion which was certainly not taken as granted in the early
50's, but since 1947 had become one of my pet ideas
.

The

Л -decay of nuclei

The nuclear
,* -decay, the first known weak process, waa disco
vered by Rutherford about 05 years ago. However not every physicist
knows that the notion of weak interaction, a conception much wider
than that of the single proceaa of p -decay, came to be well estab
lished in the 50'a only, that is about fifty years after the disco
very of %> -rays, and about forty years after the discovery by Chadwick of the continuous fi -spectrum.
Below 1 snail present some personal recollections about the way
the notion of weuk interaction first was born and then became well
established. Of course, my story is goiag to be neither objective
nor full. I shall talk about some episodes which either I saw by my
own eyes or in which I directly took part. Naturally I must keep in
mind that I am writing the present note in June 1985. However I have
been relying mostly on my memory and not on literature.
There is no need to recall here the most decisive ideas and
experiments, I would say the "final" contributions to the creation
of the universal electro-weak interaction theory. I shall limit my
self to the evidence in favour of my 1947 idea, that the §> -decay
"is not alone". The processes, other than the Q> -decay, which point
ed to some kind of universal behaviour concern first the muon and
Then strange particles. This story starts in 1947 and terminates in
19?-:-.
The muon capture by nucleons and the muon decay
/5/
Conversi, Pancini and Piccioni ' •" in 1947 demonstrated that
the (cosmic) 2.2 microsecond mesotrons, that is,the muons, have not
the properties postulated for the Yukawa particles: the muon is
interacting with nucleons much «ore weakly than the Yukawa particle

should
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Elsewhere I have already described in detail how the experiment
of Conversi and others personally influenced all my way of thinking.
Briefly, since the muon was not the particle of Yukawa, there were
no compelling reasons to believe that the muon had properties which
were being postulated for the Yukawa particle. Thus, in my opinion
the following questions were entirely open:
1) Why the spin of the muon should be integer?
2) № о said that the muon must decay into an electron and a
neutrino and not into an electron and two neutrinos or into an
electron and a photon?
3) Is the charged particle emitted in the muon decay ar. electron?
4) Are particles other than electrons and neutrinos emitted in
muon decay?
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5) In what form the nuclear muon capture energy is released
mainly?
Some of the questions were answered experimentally by Hincks
and myself and by other groups. As far as
question 5) is concern
ed, I wish to discuss it here in some detail.
The nuclear muon capture energy, I was thinkinc In 1947, must be
released mainly in form of neutrinos. The relevant reaction is then.
M. ~+ Z - • (Z-1)+ neutrino, very similar to the process of пис1ьвг Г.
capture e~+Z — w (Z-1)+ neutrino. I interpreted the similar:ty .f
these two processes as a very significant and deep effect, because,
as a matter of fact, the rate of nuclear electron capture and that
of muon capture are quite close
(when proper account is taker, of
space phase effects and of the different electron and muon orbit
volumes), I excluded the possibility of a chance coincidence and
reached the following conclusions: i) the muon capture must be a
process in some way identical to the ^ -process, proceeding accord
ing to the reaction * f*-~+v -» neutrino + n, ii) in the muon captu
re most of the released energy is "invisible", because it is carried
away in the form of neutrinos, a conjecture which is supported by
experiments and agrees with i) and, iii),the muon spin muat be 1/2.
Thus in 1947 I started to think in terms of weak interaction
processes
, and understood first that both the muon capture by
nuclei and the Q> -decay are processes due to a definite weak inter
action existing in nature. It was clear to me that the muon is a
sort of heavy electron and that the muon-electron symmetry is taking
place under a type of interaction which is properly called weak,
grace to the smallness of the corresponding constant G - the l'ermi
& -decay constant.
/7/
A similar point of view was adopted later ' " to include among
weak processes the muon decay by O.Klein; G.Puppi; T.D.Lee, M.Rosenbluth and C.H.Yang; J.Tiomno and J.A.Wheeler.
The original 1947 idea that there exists a muon-electron sym
metry in nature was the first hint of an universal weak interaction
(but how far away still from the 1957 forn. of such interaction, the
V-A theory of Marshak-Sudarshan and Peynman-Gell-Jann, implemented
later by the Cabibbo hadron mixing, the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam "final"
electro-weak interaction with the Higgs mechanism, the discoveries
of neutral currents and of W , W~, Z°).
+

It took 15 years before the two particle reactions /*~+p — n+>L ,
f*-~+-He — ^I+^M. were directly observed in the experiments of R.
Hildebrand and in our own experiments (together with R.Sulyaev
et al.).
3
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The main physical content of my 1947 idea is still not understood
today; it does concern the exiatence of families of leptona (and
fumilies of quarks). Why there exist in nature such families? I mist
say that the existence of several (weak) processes, in addition to
the ^ -decay process, seemed clear to me in 1947 (much more clear
than today). Anyway щу credo in 1947 led to my expectation that there
must exist a number of weak interaction processes in addition to the
$ -decay. Below I shall be concerned only with processes of the
"charged current" type, although neutral current processes later
turned out to be quite relevant.
Because the weak interaction conception was f orrnulated first for
the capture of muons and electrons, for some time I believed that
every weak process must imply the participation in it of neutrinos.
Thio wrong idea nuybe slowed down the development of the notion of
weak interaction, but the discovery of new unstable particles un
mistakably widened the weak interaction conception to include hadrons.
Jtrange particles and the weak interaction
I 3hull not give details about the very important investigations
and discoveries of new particles ' . I am limiting myself to few
particle discoveries (which I remember very well), sufficient to illu
strate the question about the weak interaction being responsible
for the particle decay. In a short period starting from 1247 there were
discovered a number of unstable new particles, some electrically
neutral and some electrically charged. Among the neutral particles,
one could definitely recognise in u cloud chamber those having baryon charge, later called Л , and decaying slowly according to the
scheme Л -*- p+v. Besides, in a very clean way it was shown
that some charged mesons, called now K-mesons, decay, into pions:
. Here too the decay was alow as indicated by the
very fact that the meson haa time enough to stop in a thick photoplate before its decay-. The properties of A° and К were in my
opinion an indication that the decays Л ° —» p+il~, and K —^Д"Н*|Г"" are
due to a weak interaction and probably to the same weak interaction
which is responsible for the
$S -decay and muon processes. A similar
point of view was expressed independently by N.Dallaporta (Nuovo
Gimento I (1955) 962.
-
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At the time physicists usually reasoned in terms of the Yukawa
process and only strong processes at high energy were considered. How
ever such a picture would fail to explain the generation and the decay
of such (strange) particles like Л
and К . These particles are copi
ously produced in cosmic rays, but have a quite long lifetime: the,»
have a strange behaviour, if one assumes that the process of particle
0
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generation is fundamentally the same as the decay process. However, if
we assume that the strange particles are generated in strong processes,
but decay in weak interaction processes, then there are no more diffi
culties. If we assume that Л and К are generated (together), the
difficulties connected with the long mean life of both baryons such
as Л and of mesons such as К are resolved together
. At this moment
I would like to tell about an episode. In the early 50's once a week
from Moscow to Dubna came several theoreticians with the function to
conduct seminars at high level. Among them often appeared I.Pomeranchttk. Well, I briefly told my arguments to Pomeranchuk, who liked
them very much and right away organized the seminar just to illustrate
the (curious) properties of hyperons and kaons along the lines I had
suggested, that is: the (weak) decays of hyperons and kaons are not
due to the (strong) interaction which together generates them. Since
1947 I had been expecting new weak processes, so that I wa3 very
happy about all this. I felt that the notion of weak interaction beca
me wider once again, but in new processes. Thus at the time the weak
interaction appeared to me as an universal interaction, acting between
any group of four fermions. This was not very far from today point of
view: W decays into elementary particles, leptons and quarks (and
only that way) there being some choice of flavour (masses) for the
decay products.
0

0

On the basis of the simple arguments expressed above I introduced
7q/
, independently of Pais " , the idea of pair production of the new
particles, more exactly the pair production of hyperons and kaons.
The reactions N+K -*• N+ Л ° and n+n -» Л*Ч Л
/2/
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The question of strange particle generation can be investigated
effectively in experiments performed near the production threshold.
We investigated experimentally the question of a possible generation
of Л"-particles in nucleon-nucleon collisions '^'.
The method we
used was due to a brilliant suggestion of R.Garwin '
, who also was
investigating the production of Л
particles. The idea of Garwin
was that in some experiments it is convenient to register Л"-partic
les, by detecting photons from TC % emitted in the channel /\° — *
n+ 1С .
Our experiment at the time was interesting, because Shein
et al.
had claimed to have detected the production of Д°-рагticles, and the question as to whether Л ° are produced is one of
principle ' . 3 / ,
0
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In our experiment, in which 670 MeV protons from the Dubna synchro
cyclotron impinging on the accelerator internal carbon target were
used, we reached the conclusions that Л ° are not produced either
in the reaction N+N -»• N+ Л ° or in the reaction n+n -»• Л ° + А ° .

The absence of the reaction N+U -*• И+ Л agreed well with the idea
/2,9/
g
t i o n of two new particles together.
Aa for the vanishing value of the cross section for the reaction
n+n -*• Л ° + Л ° , this was just the expectation of M.Cell-Mann (and
of K.Mishijima), for reasons which today are obvious to everybody.
Two words about our interpretation of such vanishing value, which
we were abli- to give correctly, even without possessing the notion
of strangeness.
I had figured out a scheme based on the assumption that there is
;: strong interaction responsible for the generation of new particles
(two ai the same tine) and conserving the isotopic spin and the weak
interaction, responsible for the decays of particles and non-conserv
ing the isotopic spin. The isotopic spin has a meaning only in strong
interactions and cannot be determined by weak decays. There arises
the possibility of existence of fermions with integer isotopic spin
(example Л°) and of bosons with half integer isotopic spin (example
kaons). The scheme allowed to interpret the failure to observe the
reaction n+n - • Л + A , through the assumption that the isotopic
spin of the kaon i3 1/2 (that 1з K° £ K°) and to make a number of
predictions. Of course the conservation of .str.vi^er.afjs is itioriticjil
with the conservation of the third component of the isotopic spin.
However the notion of strangeness was a very powerful tool without
which physics could not have made the great steps ahead it did. As
we know now the phyaioal content of strangeness is that charge multipleto of hadrons are classified by the number (0,1,2,... )of something
material - the number of s-quark3 they contain.
In conclusion I would say that at the Pisa conference of 1955,
mainly as a result of the wonderful talk of M.Gell-Mann, the notion
of weak interaction, which wa3 introduced in 1947
became finally
established.
I am very grateful to O.M.Bilenky for discussions.
0
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В Объединенном институте ядерных исследовании начал
выходить сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ". В нем
будут помещаться статьи, содержащие оригинальные научные,
научно-технические, методические и прикладные результаты,
требующие срочной публикации. Будучи частью "Сообщений
ОИЯИ", статьи, вошедшие в сборник, имеют, как и другие
издания ОИЯИ, статус официальных публикаций.
Сборник "Краткие сообщения ОИЯИ" будет выходить
регулярно.
The Joint Institute for Nuclear Research begins publi
shing a collection of papers entitled JINR Rapid Communi
cations which is a section of the JINR Communications
and is intended for the accelerated publication of impor
tant results on the following subjects:
Physics of elementary particles and atomic nuclei.
Theoretical physics.
Experimental techniques and methods.
Accelerators.
Cryogenics.
Computing mathematics anu methods.
Solid state physics. Liquids.
Theory of condensed matter.
Applied researches.
Being a part of the JINR Communications, the articles
of new collection like all other publications of
the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research have the status
of official publications.
t'J.V'i' h'apid Communiaaticr,s

will be issued regularly.
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